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High Reliability Organizations
Healing Without Harm by 2014
1.1

Stand up if…
• You have suffered harm as a patient at a hospital or other
care facility (an infection, fall, a delayed diagnosis causing
delay in treatment, other…)
• A family member has suffered harm in a hospital or other
care facility…
• A friend or colleague has suffered harm in a hospital or other
care facility…
• You have had to disclose harm or otherwise handle the
situation when a patient was harmed in your hospital or other
care facility…
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AGENDA

•
•
•
•
•
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Objectives
Five Principles of HRO
Facts about Errors
How do Serious Safety Events Occur
Anatomy of a Serious Safety Event
Error Prevention Techniques
Leadership Methods
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Why we’re here …………….
Our mission calls us to deliver holistic care.
For Ascension Health, holistic care means caring for the
physical, emotional, social, and spiritual well-being of the
whole person by:
• Attending to the spirit through compassionate
relationships and empathetic, effective communication.
• Inviting shared decision making among patients,
providers and care teams.
• Delivering safe, reliable, evidence-based, and
interdisciplinary care consistent with individual
preferences.
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Healing without Harm by 2014 Timeline
FY10:

FY11:

FY12:

FY13:

FY14:

Foundation

Immersion

Accountability

Sustainability

Sustainable
Achievement

By the end of
FY10, 100% of
the targeted
hospitals
(N=66) will
have
established a
baseline* for
Serious Safety
Events.

By the end of
FY11, 100% of
the targeted
hospitals will be
reporting Serious
Safety Event
rates and 75%
will have begun
training (leaders/
Associates and/or
active medical
staff).

By the end of
FY12, 75% (50)
of the 66
targeted
hospitals will
have completed
training of
leaders,
Associates, and
active medical
staff.

By the end of
FY13, the overall
Ascension
Health Serious
Safety Event rate
is reduced by
15% from true
baseline.

By the end of
FY14, the overall
Ascension
Health Serious
Safety Event
rate is reduced
by 40% from true
baseline.

Commercial Aviation

1935 – Advent of the checklist
1945 – Fitts & Jones study of cockpit design
Source: Boeing, 2007 Statistical Summary, July 2008

Naval Aviation Mishap Rate
776 aircraft
destroyed in
1954
Mishap rates per 100,000 flight hours
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Source: www.safetycenter.navy/mil ORM Flight Mishap Rate

Significant Events at US Nuclear Plants
Annual Industry Average, Fiscal Year 1988-2006
Significant Events are those events that the NRC staff identifies for the
Performance Indicator Program as meeting one or more of the following
criteria:
• A Yellow or Red Reactor Oversight Process (ROP) finding or performance
indicator.
• An event with a Conditional Core Damage Probability (CCDP) or
increase in core damage probability (ΔCDP) of 1x10-5 or higher.
• An Abnormal Occurrence as defined by Management Directive 8.1,
“Abnormal Occurrence Reporting Procedure.”
• An event rated two or higher on the International Nuclear Event Scale.

Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission Information Digest (1988 is earliest year data is available)
Updated: November 2007

Industrial Safety Accident Rate
One-Year Nuclear Utility Industry Values

Healthcare = 7.1 (2007)

ISAR = Number of accidents resulting in lost work, restricted work, or fatalities per 200,000 worker hours.
Note: Starting in 2008, data includes supplemental personnel.
Source: World Association of Nuclear Operators, Updated: 4/09

Nuclear-Powered Submarines
•
•
•
•

5,500 cumulative years of nuclear reactor operations.
127 million miles submerged (265 round trips to moon).
Zero reactor accidents.
Operated by 20 year olds.

How Safe is Healthcare?
Dangerous (>1/1,000)

Ultra Safe (<1/100K)
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Reliability from the patient’s perspective…
Don't kill me

(no needless deaths).

Do help me and don't hurt me
(no needless pain).

Don't make me feel helpless.
Don't keep me waiting.
Don’t waste resources mine or anyone else's.
SAFETY + Quality + Satisfaction = Exceptional Care
Berwick, Donald. My Right Knee. Ann Intern Med,
January 18, 2005, Volume142, no2, 121-125
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Healing without Harm by 2014
•Healing without Harm by 2014 is a destination in quality, safety, and
experience for patients and caregivers.

•This destination is possible through the principles and practices
of high reliability.
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Five Principles of HROs
Three Principles of Anticipation
• Preoccupation with Failure
– Remaining alert to small,
inconsequential errors as a symptom
that something’s wrong.
• Sensitivity to Operations
– Paying attention to what’s happening
on the front-line.
• Reluctance to Simplify Interpretations
– Encouraging diversity in experience,
perspective, and opinion.
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Five Principles of HROs
Two Principles of Containment
• Commitment to Resilience
– Developing capabilities to detect,
contain, and bounce-back from events
that do occur.
• Deference to Expertise
– Pushing decision making down and
around to the person with the most
directly related knowledge and
expertise.
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Facts about Errors
1. Everyone makes
errors… even very
experienced people.
2. We work in high-risk
situations that increase
the chance we will make
an error.
3. We can avoid most errors
by practicing
low-risk behaviors.
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Source: Institute of Nuclear Power Operations

Facts about Errors
4. Culture affects how we
behave, and our
behaviors determine
outcomes.
5. Most near-misses and
significant events are
due to system or
process problems.

System Failure
Modes

Ascension
Health (67
hospital) %

Structure

14%

Culture

49%

Process

21%

Policy &
Protocol

11%

Technology &
Environment

5%

17
Source: Institute of Nuclear Power Operations

Typical Improvement Curve

3.19
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A deviation from generally accepted
performance standards (GAPS) that…

Serious Safety Event
• Reaches the patient and
• Results in moderate harm to severe harm
or death

Precursor Safety Event
• Reaches the patient and
• Results in minimal harm or no
detectable harm

Near Miss Safety Event
•Does not reach the patient
•Error is caught by a detection barrier
or by chance

Serious
Safety
Events
Precursor
Safety
Events

Near Miss Safety Event
© 2006 Healthcare Performance Improvement, LLC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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How do serious safety events occur?

High Risk
Situation

+

High Risk
Behavior

=

Safety
Event

© 2006 Healthcare Performance Improvement, LLC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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The Anatomy of an Event
Multiple Barriers
In technology, processes,
and people - designed to
stop active errors (our
“defense in depth”)

Events
of Harm

Active Errors
By individuals result in
initiating action(s)

Latent Weakness
Prevent
The errors

In barriers

Detect & Correct
The system weakness
Adapted from James Reason,
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Managing the Risks of Organizational Accidents (1997)

Care Management
Barriers to prevent
event fall

The patient requested privacy while up to
BR; found unresponsive with fracture and
permanent mental status changes.

Fall with
injury

Nurse did not
provide PCT with
guidance on
Patient being “up
with assistance.”
PCT did not
assure visual of pt
who was up to BR

Nurse did not
further clarify
Physician wrote
physician order
standard
“up to BR with
order (using order assistance.”
sheet) for pt at
significant
risk for falls

Care team did not know
the extent of patient’s
risk for falls – falls
assessment was
documented post fall.
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Three Things We Must Do
to Eliminate or Reduce Unwanted Events

Find holes by
DETECTION

2

3

Reduce the
size or eliminate
the holes by
CORRECTION

STOP
STOP
Reduce Initiating
Actions by
PREVENTION

Detection and Correction
50% decrease in events every 2 years

1
Adapted from James Reason,
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Managing the Risks of Organizational Accidents (1997)

Error Prevention for Staff
EXPECTATIONS
I am accountable for :
1. Patient, Personal and Peer Safety
I will demonstrate an open, personal
and co-worker (200%) commitment to
safety

TECHNIQUES
I will:
1. Practice peer checking & coaching
using ARCC
2. Stop and resolve in the face of
uncertainty

2. Clear & Complete Communications 1. Include the "5P Handoff process
when transferring & sharing
I am personally responsible for
patient care responsibility
professional, accurate, clear and timely 2. Use SBAR to communicate patient
verbal and written communications
concerns
3. Use Repeat-Backs and Read-backs
with 1 or 2 Clarifying Questions
4. Document legibly

3. Paying Attention to Detail

1. Practice S.T.A.R.

I will attend carefully to important details
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What is a RED RULE?
An act that has the highest level of risk or consequence
to patient or employee safety if not performed exactly,
each and every time

“Red” designates the
highest priority for exact
compliance – STOP
action if you can’t comply
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Red Rules
• Defining red rules. Red rules are rules that cannot be broken.
• Example of a red rule in everyday life. The use of seatbelts while
riding in an automobile could serve as an example of a red rule that
everyone should follow in everyday life.
• Red rule criteria.
It must be possible and desirable for everyone to follow a red rule
every time in a process under all circumstances (red rules should
not contain verbiage such as “except when…” or “each breach will
be assessed for appropriateness”)
• Summary. Red rules have the potential to promote an
organizational culture of safety that shares accountability for the
safe delivery of patient care.

Patient Identifiers
Red Rule Basis/Intent: To promote
a culture of patient safety by
ensuring individuals are reliably
identified as the individual for whom
the service or treatment is intended,
also to match the service or
treatment to the individual.

Specimen Labeling
Red Rule Basis/Intent: To promote
a culture of patient safety by
ensuring specimens are properly
and accurately labeled.
Red Rule Expectations:
Employees will label all specimens
at the bedside in front of the patient

Red Rule Expectations:
Employees will use at least twopatient identifiers (Name and date of
birth)

• Red Rule Violations: Individuals found in breach of red rules will
be disciplined in the following progression:
1st offence- Written-counseling to be placed in personnel file
2nd offence- Suspension of employment
3rd offence- Termination of employment

Error Prevention Techniques
Recommended Techniques for All

Team Checking/Team Coaching (ARCC)
Handoffs—5 Ps
SBAR
Read-backs/Repeat-backs with
Clarifying Questions
Document Legibly and Accurately
Stop and Resolve
Self-Checking with STAR
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Patient, Personal, and Peer Safety
A responsibility to protect in a manner of mutual respect –
an assertion and escalation technique
With ARCC use the lightest touch possible…

Ask a question
Make a Request
Voice a Concern
If no success…

Use Chain of Command
A Safety Phrase:
“I have a concern…”
40
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Clear, Concise and Complete Communications
The “Five Ps” —A Simple Responsibility Change Checklist

I own it until I hand it off to an appropriate person.
An effective handoff includes the 5 Ps:






Patient or Project – what is to be handed off
Plan – what is to happen next
Purpose (of the plan) – the desired end state
Problems – what problems you have encountered with this patient or what is
known to be different, unusual, or complicating about this patient or project

 Precautions – what you are or would be concerned about or what could be
expected to be different, unusual, or complicating about this patient or project

41
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Techniques Practice - Instructions
• Work with a partner.
• Review the scenario (on next screen). Apply the 5 Ps
technique.
• Partner A explains what they would say in this situation
using the 5 P technique at the time of transfer
assessment.
• Partner B suggests improvements.
• Share any best practices or examples you have that
relate to this technique.
42

Practice Activity: 5 P Scenario
A 55-year-old female with a very complex medical condition is
admitted for a femoral artery bypass graft. Following this
procedure, she is transferred to the ICU with an arterial line in
place.
Due to an incomplete transfer assessment, the patient’s
arterial line is not connected to a monitor as required. The
arterial line remains disconnected from the monitoring device
for more than 12 hours.
At shift change, the nurse assuming care of the patient
notices this. The patient remains unstable during much of the
recovery period. Fortunately, no harm results from the 12 hour
period that the arterial line was not attached to the monitor.
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Leadership Methods
Reinforce & Build Accountability
• Rounding to Influence
•
•
•

Walking Rounds
5:1 Feedback
Fair & Just Accountability

• Red Rules for Safety
• Daily Check-In
Find & Fix Problems
• Pre-Task Brief
• After Action Review
• Rapid Response to Safety
Critical Issues
• Top Ten Problem List with
Problem Owners & Action Plans
44
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Benefits of a Daily Check-In
Leadership Awareness
•
•
•

For the senior leader: awareness of what’s happening at the front line by
staying in touch with your people
For operational leaders: awareness of “what’s going on” in other areas
and cross-department impact
Mental organization – a chance to “plan your day”

Problem Identification & Resolution
•
•

Early notification of issues
Breaking down silos – all directors to pool ideas and resources in solving
problems and potential problems

Accountability for Safety
•
•
•

“Talking about perfect care has become easier” – more aggressive in
leadership for Zero events
Dialogue about how we are at risk, how we can reduce our risk, and how
we can support each other
Transparency – “A patient fell on my unit last night and broke an ankle”
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START HERE
Leadership Daily Check-In
•
•
•
•
•
•

Happens every day
15 minutes
Face-to-face or by phone
Always led by senior leader
Every leader comes prepared
Problems are assigned owners

EVOLVE OVER TIME
Unit Daily Check-In
•
•
•
•
•
•

Happens every day
15 minutes
Face-to-face on unit
Always led by unit leader
Staff come prepared
Problems are assigned owners
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